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5 million books
Printed Material at Uppsala University Library

>5 000 000 books

+ journals, magazines, manuscripts, letters, music scores, maps, broschures, pictures and much more...

At 12 subject libraries and in-house and external repositories.
550 000 e-books
25 000 e-journals
300 databases

Databases are like scuba diving: They let you get deeper.

(with articles, journals, books, patents, standards, theses, conference papers, facts, data, pictures, TV-programs...)
Access to e-resources from home

Most of the Library's e-journals, e-books and databases are not free. We buy them or subscribe to them. This means that we are bound by agreements to provide access to them only to students, researchers and others at Uppsala University. Therefore, if you are at home or travelling and want to access an e-journal or database you will have to log in. The tips below will explain what you need to do.

1. **Log in via the Library's website**
   Go to Uppsala University Library's website and click on the link to the e-journal, database or e-book that you are interested in. Embedded in these links is a proxy function which enables you to log in via the University's CAS (Central web authentication) page giving you free access to all the Library's e-resources.

2. **Proxy settings in your computer or web browser**
   You can also add the proxy server to the settings in your computer or web browser in order to access the e-resources remotely. Instructions are available on the University's website: [Web Proxy at Uppsala University](http://www.uu.se/library/services/proxy).
Rules for using electronic resources

As a Library user, you can freely print out or download to your own computer most of the e-resources the University Library buys or subscribes to.

However, the agreements the Library has with its suppliers do not permit systematic downloading of whole or large parts of the content of a platform or a database.

For certain resources, there may be limitations to printouts and downloading. This applies in particular to e-books, where the content is primarily intended to be read straight from the screen. Here you can find more information about terms and conditions for use of various e-book platforms.

Many of the Library’s agreements for e-resources are administered centrally by the National Library of Sweden’s Department for National Collaboration. The terms governing the use of the e-books, e-periodicals and databases covered by these agreements are described on the page Central agreements procured by the National Library of Sweden (in Swedish).

If you are uncertain about the terms and conditions of use for an e-resource and want more information, please contact the E-resource team.
"It’s best to know what you are looking for before you start looking for it"

From Winnie the Pooh’s Little Book of Wisdom
Problem formulation and search words

“What is fuzzy thought will be fuzzy searched”

• What is the problem formulation for your subject?
• In what way could the problem be summarized into a question?
• Break down your question – pick the key words/key concepts and combine them strategically
• Try to find different ways to describe your question
Problem formulation and search words

What **environmental impact** has **wind power**?

- environmental impact
- ecological impact
- environmental effects
- nature conservation
- wind power
- wind energy
- wind turbines
- wind farm

Find synonyms, alternative concepts, broader and narrower terms and also opposite concepts

Use word books, handbooks, dictionaries, course books and the databases "thesaurus" to find good search words. Tips: Wikipedia!
Subject guides

Biology

Business studies

Cultural Anthropology
A guide to finding resources within the field of Anthropology

Earth sciences

Economic history

Environmental protection & toxicology

History and History of Science and Ideas
This guide gives tips and advice on searching for information about the subjects.

Information Systems and Human-Computer Interaction

Law

Media and Communication Studies

Medicine, Pharmacology and Health

Peace and Conflict Studies
Ämnesguider

Antikens kultur och samhällsliv
En guide för dig som söker material inom ämnet antikens kultur och samhällsliv

Arabiska
Ämnesguide

Arkeologi
En guide för dig som söker material inom ämnet arkeologi

Arkiv- biblioteks- och museivetenskap
En guide för dig som söker material inom ABM

Astronomi och astrophysik
I den här ämnesguiden får du tips om informationsresurser inom astronomi och astrophysik.

Biologi
Guiden är ett urval av ämnesresurser inom biologi och är sammanställd av bibliotekarierna på Biologibiblioteket vid Uppsala Universitet.

Datavetenskap och IT
I den här ämnesguiden får du tips om informationsresurser inom datavetenskap / IT.

Egyptologi
En guide för dig som söker material inom ämnet egyptologi

Ekonomisk historia
Datavetenskap och IT

I den här ämneguiden får du tips om informationsresurser inom datavetenskap / IT.

Välkommen till ämneguiden i Datavetenskap och IT!

Här får du tips på informationsresurser inom datavetenskap och informationsteknologi. Utvalet har gjorts av biblioteket.

Relaterade ämneguider

- Informationssystem
- Matematik
- Teknik

Några tips till dig som skriver uppsats/examensarbete eller annat arbete.

Universitetsbibliotekets guide: Att söka och referera.
Boka en bibliotekarie - för individuellt hjälp med informationssökning och/eller referenshantering.
Språkverkstaden - kan hjälpa dig med din text. Boka en tid för kostnadsfri vägladning.
UPPSLAGSVERK, ORDBÖCKER OCH HANDBÖCKER INOM DATAVETENSKAP / IT

- Computer Encyclopedia
- ComputerUser High-Tech Dictionary
  Sök definitioner av mer än 7000 "high-tech" termer.
- Dictionary of algorithms, data structures and problems
  Förklaringar och definitioner av algoritmer, standard funktioner, data strukturer och annat. Alfabetisk lista samt ämnesindelad lista.
- Dictionary of Computing
- Dictionary of Information Security
- Dictionary of Information Technology
- Dictionary of the Internet
- Encyclopedia of Machine Learning
- Encyclopedia of Algorithms
- Encyclopedia of Cryptography and Security
- Encyclopedia of Database Systems
- Encyclopedia of Human-Computer Interaction, 2nd ed.
- Encyclopedia of Multimedia
- Encyclopedia of Parallel Computing
- English for Electronics and Computer Science : Study Guide
- English-Japanese, Japanese-English Dictionary of Computer and Data-Processing Terms
- FOLDOC
  En sökbar ordbok av termer (ca 15.000) inom alla områden av datavetenskap och programmering.
- Handbook of Cloud Computing
ALLMÄNNA UPPSLAGSVERK

- Answers.com
  Här kan man samsöka i flera fria engelskspråkiga ordböcker och uppslagsverk på webben. Söktjänsten innehåller också en wikibaserad fråge- och svarstjänst och "Videoanswers".

- Encyclopaedia Britannica Academic Edition
  Ett av varldens största engelskspråkiga uppslagsverk. Innehåller även Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary.

- Nationalencyklopedin - NE
  Omfattande allmänt uppslagsverk på svenska. Innehåller även svensk och engelsk ordbok samt atlas.

ALLMÄNNA ORDBÖCKER

- EuroVoc
  EU:s flerspråkiga tesaurus.

- Folkets lexikon
  Engelsk-Svenskt, Svensk-Engelskt lexikon

- IATE Interactive Terminology for Europe

- Merriam Webster

- Merriam-Webster Visual Dictionary Online

- Norstedts ordböcker online (Wordfinder)
  Ordbokspaket med 12 lexikon på 7 språk, i huvudsak från Norstedts förlag.
  mer...

- Oxford English Dictionary

- Svenska akademiens ordlista

- Svenska akademiens ordbok
  historisk ordbok som beskriver all slags skriven svenska från 1521 till våra dagar

- Synonymer.se
  Synonymordbok

- Tyda.se
  Här kan du översätta ord och uttryck mellan engelska och svenska (och tvärtom)
Problem formulation and search words

What environmental impact has wind power?

- environmental impact
- ecological impact
- environmental effects
- nature conservation
- wind power
- wind energy
- wind turbines
- wind farm

Find synonyms, alternative concepts, broader and narrower terms and also opposite concepts

Use word books, handbooks, dictionaries, course books and the databases ”thesaurus” to find good search words. Tips: Wikipedia!
Search techniques

• Truncation (stemming)
  – right hand: comput*
  – left hand: *electric

• masking
  – wom?n, organi?ation

• exact phrase searching
  – “user patterns”
Boolean operators

AND

OR

NOT

(SAME, NEAR, NEAR4)
Boolean operators with brackets

A AND (B OR C)

(A AND B) OR C

or use different search boxes

Search for: "genetically modified organism**
E.g., "heart attack" AND stress
AND plants OR algae
Combine synonyms/alternative concepts with OR

"wind power" OR "wind energy"

Combine different aspects with AND

("wind power" OR wind energy") AND
("environmental impact " OR "ecological impact" OR...)
"electric car" OR "electric cars" OR "electric vehicle" OR "electric vehicles'

AND

"battery system" OR "battery systems"
The search process:

1. Identify your information need
2. Choose search tool/source
3. Choose search words & formulate search queries
4. Search result
5. Critically evaluate
6. Use
Finding what you’re looking for is much simpler now with only one search box.

It’s easier now to find what you need. You have access to our databases, journal articles, dissertations, theses, books, and more. You get quick results just by entering one or more search terms.

**A QUICK OVERVIEW**

A perfect place to start your research because you will find:

- **Journal articles** we subscribe to
- **All the library's E-books**
- **Dissertations/Theses from our open archive**
- **Conference Reports**
- **All books from the library's catalog**
- **Conference Reports**

[www.ub.uu.se](http://www.ub.uu.se)
1. Learning Responsive Web Design
by Peterson, Clarissa
2014
Permalink

2. Responsive web design by example beginner's guide
by Firdaus, Thoriq
2013
Permalink

3. Responsive web design with HTML5 and CSS3: learn responsive design using HTML5 and CSS3 to adapt websites to any browser or screen size
by Franj, Ben
Community experience distilled, 2012, 1st pub.
Permalink
**Learning Responsive Web Design**

by Peterson, Clarissa

**Responsive web design with jQuery**

by Crespo, Gilberto

2013

**Responsive web Designing for Libraries**

by Sonia Dhawan

Indian Streams Research Journal, 04/2014, Volume 4

Rapid development is taking place in the field of mobile technology. Libraries seek sustainable ways to keep up with these changes and to best serve our users...

**Responsive web design with HTML5 and CSS3: learn responsive design using HTML5 and CSS3 to adapt websites to any browser or screen size**

by Fran, Ren

Community experience distilled, 2012, 1st pub.

---

**Summary**

Deliver an optimal user experience to all devices—including tablets, smartphones, feature phones, laptops, and large screens—by learning the basics of responsive web design. In this hands-on guide, UX designer Clarissa Peterson explains how responsive web design works, and takes you through a responsive workflow from project kickoff to site launch.

Ideal for anyone involved in the process of creating websites—not just developers—this book teaches you fundamental strategies and techniques for using HTML and CSS to design websites that not only adapt to any screen size, but also...
1. Learning Responsive Web Design
by Peterson, Clarissa
2014
Permalink
Book: Utländ, Hemlän, 005 Peterson, Ekonomikums bibliotek

2. Responsive web design by example beginner’s guide
by Firdaus, Thoriq
2013
Permalink
... Bootstrap, Skeleton, and Zurb Foundation In Detail Responsive web design is an explosive area of growth in modern web development due to the huge volume of different device sizes and resolutions...
eBook: Full Text Online
eBook: Full Text Online

3. Responsive web design with HTML5 and CSS3: learn responsive design using HTML5 and CSS3 to adapt websites to any browser or screen size
by Frain, Ben
Community experience distilled, 2012, 1st pub.
Permalink
Book: Tillväxt, Hemlän, Puf Frain, Ängströmbiblioteket
eBook: Full Text Online
MY LOANS AND LIBRARY CARD
Manage your loans or apply for a library card
Longer loan period: **Min 30 / Max 360** days for most books.

Order books from the other subject libraries at Uppsala that are available (as well as queue for/recall books that are out on loan) and **pick them up at your subject library**.
Learning Responsive Web Design
by Peterson, Claissa
2014
[Book: Utáðad, Hæðin, 005 Peterson, Ekonomikum bibliothek]

Responsive web design with jQuery
by Crespo, Giberto
2013
[eBook: Full Text Online]

Responsive Web Designing for Libraries
by Sonia Shaysar
Indian Streams Research Journal, 04/2014, Volume 4
Rapid development is taking place in the field of mobile technology. Libraries seek sustainable ways to keep up with these changes and to best serve our users....
[Journal Article: Full Text Online]

Responsive web design with HTML5 and CSS3: learn responsive design using HTML5 and CSS3 to adapt websites to any browser or screen size
by Fran, Ben
Community experience distilled, 2012, 1st pub.
[Book: Tillganglig, Hæðin, Puc Fran, Angstrombibliotek]
Responsive Web Design with jQuery

by Crespo, Gilberto

Availability
Your institution has unlimited access to this book.

Available for Online Reading
- 38 Pages Remaining to Copy (of 38)
- 76 Pages Remaining to Print (of 76)

Available for Full Download
Check out for 14 days

Table of Contents

Cover
Copyright
Credits
About the Author
About the Reviewers
www.PacktPub.com
Table of Contents
Preface

- Chapter 1: Exploring Responsive Web Design
- Chapter 2: Designing Responsive Layouts/Grids
Learning **Responsive Web Design**
by *Peterson, Clarissa*
2014
- Book: Utáðad. Hemlán. 005 Peterson. Ekonomikums bibliotek

**Responsive web** design with jQuery
by *Crespo, Gilberto*
2013
- eBook: Full Text Online

**RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGNING FOR LIBRARIES**
by *Sonia Shaysar*
Indian Streams Research Journal, 04/2014, Volume 4

Rapid development is taking place in the field of mobile technology. Libraries seek sustainable ways to keep up with these changes and to best serve our users.
- Journal Article: Full Text Online

**Responsive web** design with HTML5 and CSS3: learn **responsive** design using HTML5 and CSS3 to adapt websites to any browser or screen size
by *Frain, Ben*
Community experience distilled, 2012, 1st pub.
Responsive web design with jQuery
by Crespo, Gilberto
2013

Responsive web designing for libraries
by Sona Bhavsar
Indian Streams Research Journal, 04/2014, Volume 4

Responsive web design with HTML5 and CSS3: learn responsive design using HTML5 and CSS3 to adapt websites to any browser or screen size
by Franin, Ben
Community experience distilled, 2012, 1st pub.

Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3
by Franin, Ben
04/2012
... Web pages built to be responsive provide the best possible version of their content to match the viewing devices of not just today's devices but tomorrows...
Learning Responsive Web Design
by Peterson, Clarissa
2014

Responsive web design with jQuery
by Crespo, Gilberto
2013

Responsive Web Designing for Libraries
by Sonia Bhavsar
Indian Streams Research Journal, 04/2014, Volume 4
Rapid development is taking place in the field of mobile technology. Libraries seek susta

Responsive web design with HTML5 and CSS3: learn responsive design screen size
by Frain. Ben
Community experience distilled, 2012, 1st pub.
Graphene-based composites
by Huang, Xiaoguo; Qi, Xiaoying; Boye, Frode; more...
Chemical Society Reviews, 01/2012, Volume 41, Issue 2
...This critical review presents and discusses the current development of graphene-based composites.

Graphene-based composite materials
by Ruoff, Rodney S; Piner, Richard D; Stankovich, Sasha; more...
...One possible route to harnessing these properties for applications would be to incorporate graphene sheets in a composite material.

Graphene-based photocatalytic composites
by An, Xiaogiang; Yu, Jimmy C
RSC Advances, 11/2011, Volume 1, Issue 8
...This is because of the unique optical and electrical properties of the two-dimensional (2-D) material. This review is focused on the recent significant advances in the fabrication and applications of graphene-based hybrid photocatalysis.
Peer review

• An article is sent to a scientific journal for publishing
• Evaluated by the editor
• Two or more researchers also review it
• The way to guarantee the scientific quality
• Look at academic quality, content, language, and if it suits the journal
• The author probably has to revise the manuscript once or twice before it is accepted
Graphene-based composites
by Huang, Xiao; Qi, Xiaoying; Boey, Freddy; more...
Chemical Society Reviews, 01/2012, Volume 41, Issue 2

... This critical review presents and discusses the current development of graphene-based composites.

Journal Article: Full Text Online

Graphene-based composite materials
by Ruoff, Rodney S; Piner, Richard D; Stankovich, Sasha; more...

... One possible route to harnessing these properties for applications would be to incorporate graphene sheets in a composite material.

Journal Article: Full Text Online

Graphene-based photocatalytic composites
by An, Xiaoliang; Yu, Jimmy C
RSC Advances, 11/2011, Volume 1, Issue 8

... This is because of the unique optical and electrical properties of the two-dimensional (2-D) material. This review is focused on the recent significant advances in the fabrication and applications of graphene-based hybrid photocatalysis.

Journal Article: Full Text Online
Graphene-based composites
by Huang, Xiao; Qi, Xiaoying; Boey, Freddy; Zhang, Hua

Graphene has attracted tremendous research interest in recent years, owing to its exceptional properties. The scaled-up and reliable production of graphene derivatives, such as graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO), offers a wide range of possibilities to synthesize graphene-based functional materials for various applications. This critical review presents and discusses the current development of graphene-based composites. After introduction of the synthesis methods for graphene and its derivatives as well as their properties, we focus on the description of various methods to synthesize graphene-based composites, especially those with functional polymers and inorganic nanostructures. Particular emphasis is placed on strategies for the optimization of composite properties. Lastly, the advantages of graphene-based composites in applications such as Li-ion batteries, supercapacitors, fuel cells, photovoltaic devices, photocatalysis, as well as Raman enhancement are described (279 references).

Environmental Sciences and Pollution Management

Cited by: 483 Web of Science® 369 Scopus®
Source: PubMed TOXLINE Web of Science Scopus MEDLINE (Ovid)
Publication Title: Chemical Society Reviews
Publisher: ROYAL SOC CHEMISTRY
Volume: 41 Issue: 2
Graphene-based Composite Thin Films for Electronics

Goki Eda and Manish Chhowalla*
Rutgers University, Materials Science and Engineering, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
DOI: 10.1021/nl8035387
Publication Date (Web): January 27, 2009
Copyright © 2009 American Chemical Society

Abstract

Graphene
Polyethylene matrix

Access your research from anywhere.
Add articles to ACS ChemWorx to access them on the go with the mobile app.
> ACS ChemWorx English Editing Service
> About ACS ActiveView
> Tutorials

Go to ACS ChemWorx

* To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: manish@rci.rutgers.edu.

SciFinder

SciFinder Links

Get Reference Detail
Get Substances
Get CitEd

Explore by:
> Author of this Article
> Some Authors

Table of Contents

Related Content

Other ACS content by these authors:
Goki Eda
Manish Chhowalla

Need more help?
Beställ fjärrlän (artikelkopia/bok) / Inter-library loan order (article copy/book)
Pristlista (artikelkopia) / Price list (article copy)
Akostum hemifrån / Off-campus access
Kontakta biblioteket / Contact the library

Email citation
Export citation

English

Chat with a librarian
electric car  × i  Sök  1 070 703 hits

electric car*  Sök  3 996 046 hits

"electric car"  × i  Sök  Does NOT work in this search tool

"electric car" OR "electric cars"  Sök  113 068 hits
Graphene-based composites
by Huang, Xiao; Qi, Xiaoying; Boey, Freddy; more...
Chemical Society Reviews, 01/2012, Volume 41, Issue 2
... This critical review presents and discusses the current development of graphene-based composites...
Journal Article: Full Text Online
Cited by 433 (Web of Science) Cited by 389 (Scopus)

Graphene-based composite materials
by Ruoff, Rodney S; Piner, Richard D; Stankovich, Sasha; more...
... One possible route to harnessing these properties for applications would be to incorporate graphene sheets in a composite material...
Journal Article: Full Text Online
Cited by 2,668 (Web of Science) Cited by 3,307 (Scopus)

Graphene-based photocatalytic composites
by An, Xiaoliang; Yu, Jimmy C
RSC Advances, 11/2011, Volume 1, Issue 8
... This is because of the unique optical and electrical properties of the two-dimensional (2-D) material. This review is focused on the recent significant advances in the fabrication and applications of graphene-based hybrid photocatalysts...
Journal Article: Full Text Online
Cited by 135 (Web of Science) Cited by 81 (Scopus)
"genetically modified organisms" AND plants AND algae

Publication date range:

Show content type:
- Any Type
- Archival Material
- Audio Recording

Language:

Show only:
- Items with full text online
- Scholarly materials, including peer reviewed
- Peer reviewed publications
- Items in the library catalog (includes mostly print and physical material)

Exclude from results:
- Newspaper articles
- Book reviews
- Dissertations
electric car” OR "electric cars" OR "electric vehicle" OR "electric vehicles"

"battery system" OR "battery systems"
"genetically modified organisms"
1. Environmental risk assessment of genetically modified organisms
   by Andrew, David Alan; Hilbeck, A
   2008
   Permalink

   Within Vietnam, the environmental risks of transgenic plants, managing transgenic products safely, and building modern labs to assess their safety has received...

   - eBook: Full Text Online
   - eBook: Full Text Online

2. The regulation of genetically modified organisms: comparative approaches
   by Rodrigue, Luc; Cardwell, Michael
   2010
   Permalink

   The regulation of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) continues to generate controversy...

   - eBook: Full Text Online
   - eBook: Full Text Online

3. Environmental Risk Assessment of Genetically Modified Organisms
   by Hilbeck, A; Andrew, David Alan; Fontes, Eliana
   Permalink

   Annotation Many international forums have identified the need for comprehensive, scientific methods for the pre-release testing and post-release monitoring of...

   - eBook: Full Text Online
Environmental risk assessment of *genetically modified organisms*

by Andow, David Alan; Hilbeck, A

2008

Permalink

Within Vietnam, the environmental risks of transgenic plants, managing transgenic products safely, and building modern labs to assess their safety has received...

- eBook: Full Text Online

Environmental Risk Assessment of *Genetically Modified Organisms*

by Hilbeck, A; Andow, David Alan; Fontes, Eliana

Permalink

Annotation Many international forums have identified the need for comprehensive, scientific methods for the pre-release testing and post-release monitoring of...

- eBook: Full Text Online
Within Vietnam, the environmental risks of transgenic plants, managing transgenic products safely, and building modern labs to assess their safety has received...

Environmental Risk Assessment of Genetically Modified Organisms

by Hildeck, A; Andow, David Alan; Fortes, Eliana

Annotation Many international forums have identified the need for comprehensive, scientific methods for the pre-release testing and post-release monitoring of...
Environmental risk assessment of genetically modified organisms
by Andow, David Alan; Hilbeck, A
2008
Permalink
Within Vietnam, the environmental risks of transgenic plants are products safely, and building modern labs to assess their safety has received...

Environmental Risk Assessment of Genetically Modified Organisms
by Hilbeck, A; Andow, David Alan; Fontes, Elisa
Permalink
Annotation Many international forums have identified the need for comprehensive, scientific methods for the pre-release testing and post-release monitoring of...

eBook: Full Text Online
1. Environmental risk assessment of genetically modified organisms
   by Andow, David Alan; Hilbeck, A
   2008
   Permalink
   Within Vietnam, the environmental risks of transgenic plants, managing transgenic products safely, and building modern labs to assess their safety has received...

2. The regulation of genetically modified organisms: comparative approaches
   by Dodgshun, Linda; Cantwell, Michael
   2010
   Permalink
   The regulation of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) continues to generate controversy...

3. Environmental Risk Assessment of Genetically Modified Organisms
   by Hilbeck, A; Andow, David Alan; Fontes, Eliana
   Permalink
Exercise 1:

at www.ub.uu.se
Searching for books

• Uppsala University Library’s search system
• Library catalogues
  Disa Uppsala Uni – Note!:
  It only searches the title, subject words…
  Only a smaller amount of our e-books – soon gone
Libris The Swedish University and Research Libraries search service

• E-book collections/portals
• Digital reference works and word books
Uppsala University Library
Search: graphene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Libraries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Graphene (Online)</td>
<td>6 libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphene : a new paradigm in condensed matter and device physics / E.L. Wolf.</td>
<td>3 libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Graphene : fundamentals and emergent applications / Jamie H. Warner, Franziska Schaeffel, Mark Hermann Rimmeli, Alicia Bachmatiuk.</td>
<td>2 libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Choi, Wonbong. (author)</td>
<td>2 libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Katšnelson, M. I. (Mikhail Iosifovich) (author)</td>
<td>2 libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Graphene [Elektronisk resurs] : synthesis, properties, and applications / edited by S. N. D. Oda and J. F. Sonkusale.</td>
<td>18 libraries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Warner, Jamie H. (editor)
Schaeffel, Franziska (editor)
Rümmeli, Mark (editor)
Bachmatiuk, Alicja (editor)
ISBN 9780123945938
English x, 450 s.

Subject headings

Get it Other editions

Loan | Interlibrary loan/request

Title available at 2 libraries. Show map • Expand list

Libraries in Mid-Sweden (1) ADD AS FAVOURITE
Libraries in Stockholm (1) ADD AS FAVOURITE

3 of 196 ▶ Previous record ▼ Next record ▶ To hitlist

Warner, Jamie H. (editor)
Schaeffel, Franziska (editor)
Rümmeli, Mark (editor)
Bachmatiuk, Alicja (editor)

ISBN 9780123945938
English x, 450 p.

Subject headings

More titles by
- Warner, Jamie H.
- Schaeffel, Franziska
- Rümmeli, Mark
- Bachmatiuk, Alicja

More titles about
- Grafen
- Graphene
- Electron transport

Search outside LIBRIS

Title in Google Book
Search:
- Graphene

Extend your search to:
- Google
- Google Book Search
- Google Scholar
- Scirus
- LibraryThing
Search: graphene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result 1-10 of 196</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sort by:</strong></td>
<td>relevancy</td>
<td><strong>Group by:</strong></td>
<td>none</td>
<td><strong>Hits per page:</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. [Graphene (Online)]
   2012
   - E-journal
   6 libraries

2. Wolf, E. L. (author.)
   2014
   - E-book
   3 libraries

   2013
   - Book
   2 libraries

4. Choi, Wonbong. (author)
   Graphene: fundamentals and emergent applications / Jamie H. Warner, Franziska Schaeffel, Mark Hermann Römmeli, Alicia Bachmatiuk.
   2013
   - Book
   2 libraries

5. Katšnelson, M. I. (Mikhail Iosifovich) (author)
   Graphene: carbon in two dimensions / Mikhail I. Katšnelson
   2012
   - Book
   2 libraries

6. [Graphene (Online)]
   Graphene: carbon in two dimensions / Mikhail I. Katšnelson
   2012
   - Book
   18 libraries

Availability
- free online (16)

Libraries
- Anna Lindh-bibliot ... (3)
- Blekinge tekniska ... (11)
- Chalmers Tekniska ... (89)
- Göteborgs universi ... (5)
- Högskolan Dalarna (10)
- show more...

Type
- book (190)
- journal etc. (4)
- article/chapter (1)
- film/video (1)
- e-resource (137)
- theses (38)

Author
- Rao, C. N. R. (Chint ... (3)
- Enoki, Toshiaki. (3)
- Li, Xiao-Fei, 1973- (3)
- Lu, Kathy (2)
- Akhtar, Sultan (2)
- show more...
Graphene: carbon in two dimensions / Mikhail I. Katsnelson

Katsnelson, M. I. (Mikhail Iosifovich) (author)
ISBN 9780521195409
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012
English xiv, 351 pages

Read excerpt (Google Book Search)

Related links:
http://assets.cambridge.org/ (Cover image)
http://www.loc.gov/c... (Contributor biographical information)
http://www.loc.gov/c... (Publisher description)
http://www.loc.gov/c... (Table of contents only)
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Table of contents  Abstract  Subject headings

Get it  Other editions

Loan  Interlibrary loan/request

Title available at 2 libraries. Show map  Expand list

Libraries in eastern Sweden (1)
Libraries in western Sweden (1)
Beställ boklän:

Uppsala universitetsbibliotek, Ångströmbiblioteket

Graphene: carbon in two dimensions / Mikhail I. Katsnelson

Katsnelson, M. I. (Mikhail Iosifovich) (författare)

Books:
Scandinavia: Free
Other countries: 200 Skr


Boklän  Kopia

Meddelande till biblioteket (t.ex. speciell upplaga)

Skicka beställning  Avbryt
Copies of articles/conference papers:

- Scandinavia and Germany: 80 Skr
- Other countries: 150 Skr
Welcome to LIBRIS interlibrary loans

Login

User name
Password

Logga in

Forgot your password?
LIBRIS interlibrary loans - new user
ILL request

Uppsala universitetsbibliotek / Ångströmbiblioteket

Material som inte finns vid något av Uppsala UB:s bibliotek kan beställas som fjärrlån av studenter, forskare och anställda vid landstinget i Uppsala län.

User: Ulrika Haak Library card / id: 26000100053625

Copy Loan
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<tr>
<th>Author</th>
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<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
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<th>ISBN/ISSN</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of publication</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tr>
<th>Other information</th>
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- Place reservation if not immediately available
- Request abroad if not available in Scandinavia (cost and other information at the top)

Submit
1. **Biosafety Issues of Genetically Modified Organisms**
   by **Kumar, Suresh**
   Biosafety, 2014, Volume 3, Issue 2
   Permalink
   [Journal Article: Citation Online]

2. **Increase public understanding on genetically modified organisms and biosafety issues based on scientific knowledge and facts**
   by **Lu, Bao-Rong**
   Zhurnal Shtingli Zuebao/Plant Physiology Journal, 07/2013, Volume 40, Issue 7
   Permalink
   [Journal Article: Citation Online]

3. **Key elements in a strategic approach to capacity building in the biosafety of genetically modified organisms**
   by **Araya-Quesada, Manuela; Degrassi, Giuliano; Ripandelli, Decio**
   Environmental Biosafety Research, 01/2010, Volume 9, Issue 1
   Permalink
   [Journal Article: Citation Online]

4. **Biosafety of Genetically Modified Organisms** in the Latin American and the Caribbean Region: Main Needs and Opportunities for Strategic Capacity Building

---

**Add results beyond your library’s collection**

---

**Clear Filters**

**Refine Your Search**

- Any
- Full Text Online
- Peer Reviewed
- Library Catalog

**Library Location**

**Content Type**

- Any
- Book / eBook (6,656)
- Journal Article (5,148)
- Newspaper Article (200)
- Book Chapter (402)
- More...

**Language**

**Discipline**

- Any
Biosafety Issues of Genetically Modified Organisms

Author: Kumar, Suresh
Journal: Biosafety (Los Angeles, Calif.)
ISSN: 2167-0331
Date: 01/01/2014
Volume: 3 Issue: 2
DOI: 10.4172/2167-0331.1000e150

Sorry, this item is not available online. For inter-library loan see link below.

More information
- Rules for using e-resources
- Inter-library loan order (article copy/book)
- Price list (article copy)
- Information about off-campus access
- Contact the library
ILL request
Uppsala universitetsbibliotek / Ångströmbiblioteket

Material som inte finns vid något av Uppsala UB:s bibliotek kan beställas som fjärrlån av studenter, forskare och anställda vid landstinget i Uppsala län.

User: Ulrika Haak Library card / id: 26000100053625

Journal name / book title
Current physical chemistry

ISBN/ISSN
1877-9468

Author
Dongzhi Lai

Article title
Research Progress of Graphene-based Composite Material:

Volume Year Issue Pages
3 2013 3 269

Other information

☐ Request abroad if not available in Scandinavia (cost and other information at the top)

Submit
ORDER

Material that is not held at Uppsala University Library can be ordered as loans from remote libraries or copies by students, researchers and employees at Uppsala University, as well as by employees of Uppsala County Council.

If you think something is missing in our collections, you can suggest a purchase. We follow our guidelines for acquisitions and our acquisition policy for the different subject libraries.

How to request a loan

Suggest a purchase
Interlibrary loans

Material that is not held at Uppsala University Library can be ordered as interlibrary loans from remote libraries or as document delivery service by students, researchers and employees at Uppsala University, as well as by employees of Uppsala County Council. All requests for interlibrary loans and copies need to be submitted using LIBRIS User-Initiated Interlibrary Loans.

Login to LIBRIS User-Initiated Interlibrary Loans

LIBRIS INTERLIBRARY LOANS

When you are logged in to LIBRIS User-Initiated Interlibrary Loans you can see your requests and their request status, you can change your contact information and you can change library. Here you also find the request form for ordering items not found in LIBRIS.

LIBRIS will send automatic email responses when your request status changes.

If there are questions or answers from the ILL staff, they will also be sent from LIBRIS.

When the book/copy is available for pick up, the library will send an email to you.

Log-in to Libris Interlibrary loans

Rao, C. N. R. (Chintamoni Nagasa Ramachandra), 1934-
Sood, A. K. (Ajay Kumar), 1951-

ISBN 9783527651122

English 1 online resource.

Related links:
http://dx.doi.org/10... (Table of Contents / Abstracts) (John Wiley)

E-book

Table of contents  Subject headings
Graphene

by Rao, C.N.R.
Sood, Ajay K.

Availability
Your institution has unlimited access to this book.

Available for Online Reading
- Pages Remaining to Copy (of 65)
- Pages Remaining to Print (of 109)

Available for Full Download
- Check out for 14 days

Table of Contents
Intro
- Graphene
Influence our collections.
suggest purchases!
Suggest a purchase

Before you make your suggestion please check that the book/journal is not in the Uppsala University Library Catalogue or in our List of journals.

NB an asterisk (*) on the form indicates that the box must be filled in.

Write or paste in as many details as possible below.

* Author, title, ISBN/ISSN, publisher, year

* Do you want to put a hold on (reserve) this book/journal?
  ○ Yes
  ○ no

* Which version do you prefer?
  ○ E-book
  ○ Printed book
  ○ Printed or e-book does not matter
ORDER

Material that is not held at Uppsala University Library can be ordered as loans from remote libraries or copies by students, researchers and employees at Uppsala University, as well as by employees of Uppsala County Council.

If you think something is missing in our collections, you can suggest a purchase. We follow our guidelines for acquisitions and our acquisition policy for the different subject libraries.

How to request a loan

Suggest a purchase
Suppliers of books and journals

Uppsala University has contracts with the following suppliers of books and journals. This is to ensure good service and the best possible discounts.

Uppsala University has negotiated contracts with a selection of book suppliers. These contracts allow the University departments to buy books at discounted prices. The period of contract is 30th September 2015 with the possibility of an extension for one year at a time, three times, however no longer than to 30th September 2018.

Purchases must primarily be made from the main supplier F. Deibanco GmbH & Co. KG. In need of fast delivery and purchase of books published in Sweden and Scandinavia, use Adlibris. Order books in German and Romance languages from F. Deibanco. If a book can't be purchased from the additional suppliers, the purchase will be made from the main supplier.

Uppsala University's need for books and journals in all subjects and languages has underlined the choice of suppliers. The contracts are intended to facilitate the purchase of literature at prices that are most advantageous in the long-term for the University.

For more information about the contracts see: www.e.avrop.com/uppsalauniv/e-Avtal/Default.aspx

BOOKS

Main supplier

F. Deibanco GmbH & Co. KG - all subject areas and languages

Orders via www.deibanco.de

Contact persons:

Annette Fürhoff (Commercial questions)
Tel: +49 4131 24 28 23
E-post: Annette.Fuerhoff@deibanco.de

Cindy Denecke (Book purchase and passwords)
Tel: +49 4131 24 28 29
Searching for books

• Uppsala University Library’s search system

• Library catalogues
  Disa Uppsala Uni – Note!:
  It only searches the title, subject words…
  Only a smaller amount or our e-books – will be gone soon!

Libris The Swedish University and Research Libraries search service

• E-book collections/portals

• Digital reference works and word books
Uppsala University Library purchases and subscribes to approximately 400,000 e-books. The books are purchased from various publishers which all have their own platforms with different ways of displaying the e-books.

You can search among most of the e-books using the Library's search tool. By ticking Fulltext and Book E-book in the menu on the left, you can limit your search so that the hit list only contains e-book titles which you as a user at Uppsala University have access to.

### E-BOOKS

**AccessMedicine** (70 titles)
Medical reference works, including Harrison's Online, Goodman & Gilman's Pharmacology and Lange Educational Library. Also contains images, videos and diagnostic tests. Updated daily.

**Copying/printing**: Text and images may be printed for your own use or for use in teaching. Printing allowance is one chapter per session.

**Downloading**: No

**Simultaneous user access**: 3 simultaneous users per title.

**Cambridge books online** (15,000 titles)
E-books on all subjects from Cambridge University Press. Note that titles classed as “Textbooks” are not included.

**Copying/printing**: Chapters may be printed and copied.
## Exempel på e-bokssamlingar med böcker inom datavetenskap och IT

- **Cambridge Books Online**
  E-books on all subjects from Cambridge University Press. Note that titles classed as "Textbooks" are not included.

- **Ebrary**
  Mycket stor samling e-böcker från ett flertal akademiska discipliner.

- **IEEE Xplore Digital Library**
  E-böcker från Wiley och MIT press inom datavetenskap och ingeniörsämnen.

- **Knovel**
  I e-bokssamlingen och sök- och analysverktyget Knovel finns handböcker inom framför allt teknik, bl.a inom "Software Engineering" och "Computer Hardware Engineering".

- **Lecture Notes in Computer Science**
  The series Lecture Notes in Computer Science (Lecture Notes in Computer Science), including its subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence (Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence) and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics (Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics), has established itself as a medium for the publication of new developments in computer science and information technology research and teaching - quickly, informally, and at a high level.
  LNCS reports the latest results from all areas of computer science and information technology research, development, and education.

- **Safari Books Online**
  E-böcker inom datavetenskap och informationssteknologi. Vi har tillgång till ett urval (99) av e-böcker i denna samling. "Covers the technologies most essential to users including certification, enterprise computing, Java, Linux/Unix, Web development, Windows, XML, and more. The library subscription is valid for two simultaneous users only. If more users are trying to connect, the message "Session Unavailable" is shown. When a user logs off or closes a session, a slot will be freed for the next user."

- **Springer e-books**
  Föråret Springer’s alla e-böcker. Uppsalas universitets användare har tillgång till alla engelskspråkiga e-böcker publicerade 2006-2013 i fulltext (samt för vissa bokserier även äldre böcker.)

- **Synthesis Digital Library of Engineering and Computer Science**
  Korta böcker, s.k. lectures inom datavetenskap och teknologi.
Need authoritative information?

Your library offers e-books from trusted publishers in all academic subject areas along with powerful research tools with Academic Complete™!

New: Download e-books onto multiple devices. And try ebrary’s app for the Android or iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch!

View Quick Start Guide

Sign Up for Training
Welcome to Cambridge Books Online

Cambridge Books Online is available to libraries worldwide under a number of attractive and flexible models, ensuring instant access to the best research available.

Browse by Subject

- Humanities
- Social Sciences
- Science and Engineering
- Medicine
- English Language Teaching

Read more about the award here.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Book</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Fundamentals of Convex Analysis** | Duality, Separation, Representation, and Resolution  
| **Book** |  |
| **Selected Topics in Convex Geometry** | Maria Moszyńska (2006) |
| **Book** |  |
| **Book** |  |
| **Convex Functions and Their Applications** | A Contemporary Approach  
Constantin P. Niculescu in *Canadian Mathematical Society* (2006) |
| **Book** |  |
"Raw Data" is an Oxymoron

Publisher: MIT Press

by Gitelman, L.
Synthesis Digital Library of Engineering and Computer Science

Complete Collection One / Complete Collection Two / Complete Collection Three / Complete Collection Four / Complete Collection Five

Recently Published and Forthcoming Titles

Synthesis content is organized into series, each managed by an expert series editor. Recently published and forthcoming lectures are listed alphabetically by series below. (click here or scroll down for a complete list of available series)

See also:
Computer & Information Science Collections
Subject Collections

Collection SIX

Published Lectures:

Algorithms and Software Engineering


Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

- Metric Learning (Beltagy/Habrard/Sebban)

Assistive, Rehabilitative, and Health

- Designed Technologies for Healthy Aging (Rebola)

Biomedical Engineering

- Mechanical Testing for the Biomechanics Engineer: A Practical Guide (Saunders)

Communication Networks

- New! A Primer on Physical Layer Network Coding (Liew/Lu/Zhang)

Computer Architecture

- New! Customizable Computing (Chen/ConGill/Reimann/Xiao)
- New! Die-stacking Architecture (Kie/Zhou)
- Power-Efficient Computer Architectures: Recent Advances (Sjölander/Martonosi/Kaxiras)
- New! Single-Instruction Multiple-Data Execution (Hughes)

Computer Graphics and Animation

- New! Efficient Quadrature Rules for Illumination Integrals: From Quasi Monte Carlo to Bayesian Monte Carlo (Marques/Bouville/Santos/Boatbrough)
- Numerical Methods for Linear Complementarity Problems in Physics-Based Animation (Niebe/Erlben)

Computer Vision

- Background Subtraction: Theory and Practice (Elfegharnal)
Lecture Notes in Computer Science

Description

The series Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS), including its subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence (LNAI) and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics (LNBI), has established itself as a medium for the publication of new developments in computer science and information technology research and teaching - quickly, informally, and at a high level.

The cornerstone of LNCS's editorial policy is its unwavering commitment … show all

9610 Volumes from 1973 – 2016
Browse All Volumes

Other actions
About this Series

Over 9 million scientific documents at your fingertips
Technical References

- Adhesives, Coatings, Sealants & Inks
- Aerospace & Radar Technology
- Biochemistry, Biology & Biotechnology
- Chemistry & Chemical Engineering
- Civil Engineering & Construction Materials
- Computer Hardware Engineering
- Earth Sciences
- Electrical & Power Engineering
- Electronics & Semiconductors
- Engineering Management & Leadership
- Environment & Environmental Engineering
- Fire Protection Engineering & Emergency Response
- Food Science

- General Engineering & Project Administration
- Industrial Engineering & Operations Management
- Manufacturing Engineering
- Mechanics & Mechanical Engineering
- Metals & Metallurgy
- Nanotechnology
- Oil & Gas Engineering
- Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics & Toiletries
- Plastics & Rubber
- Safety & Industrial Hygiene
- Software Engineering
- Sustainable Energy & Development
- Try Knovel

Premium Offerings

- ASM International Materials Collection
- DIPPR Project 801

Engineering Cases

- AC Impedance Spectroscopy Measurement - Understanding the Effects of 2-, 3-, and 4-Electrode Cells and Cables on Experimental Data
  By Vadim Lvovich.

- A Case Study: Waste Reduction for a Metal Finishing Company
  By Mujde Erten-Munal.
  Posted on Fri, 28 Nov 2014.

- Basics of Blast Resilient Design of Concrete Frame Buildings
  By Zafar Ahmad Khan.
  Posted on Fri, 28 Nov 2014.

See All »
Articles from scientific journals and conference papers:

- You can e.g. find in Uppsala University Library’s search system:
  
  Limit to journal article and if you like to ”Peer-review”
  Limit to conference paper
Searching for articles:

**Reference databases**

- Bibliographic info, abstract, references

- Fulltext link to the article when the library subscribe to the journal.

- Scientific journal articles, conference papers, reports, patents...from many different publishers

- Multidisciplinary or subject specific databases

- Good for retrospective searching, frequently updated
Searching for articles –

Reference databases

• Many smart search functions, e.g. refine results

• Very precise searches and search results (less noise)

• Controlled keywords

• Often links to cited, citing and related articles

• Search history

• Save searches and create email alerts or RSS feeds - also citations alerts!

• Export to reference management programmes
1. New thermostats for multiscaling polymer simulation
by Moga, Sunita Andreea; Coca, Nicolas; Hadar, Anton
Materiale Plastice, 09/2012, Volume 46, Issue 3
Permalink
In this article we present our work on the combination of two thermostats, motivated by our research on multiscaling molecular dynamics simulations...

2. Coarse-graining in polymer simulation: From the atomistic to the mesoscopic scale and back
by Müller-Plathe, Florian
Permalink
... simulations of the same polymers. Computational methods are described as well as applications to polymers in the melt and in solution...
Databases A-Z

A Guide to Africa on the Internet
- Free, research-oriented web resources selected by the Nordic Africa Institute Library.

ABELL - Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature
- References to publications on English language and literature

AccessMedicine
- Medical textbooks with images and videos.

ACM Digital Library (Association for Computing Machinery)
- References for journal articles and conference publications in information technology and computer science. Covering ACM's publications from 1947- and content from other publishers from 1985-. The ACM articles are available and searchable in full text.
HUR FÅR JAG TAG PÅ ARTIKELN?

1. **Uppsala UB** - knappen vid referenserna i de flesta av databaserna: Du får en länk direkt till artikeln i fulltext om UU har tillgång till den och/eller du ser den tryckta tidsskriften finns vid UUB.
   - I Google Scholar behöver du, när du är utanför universitetets nätverk, göra en särskild inställning för att komma åt fulltexten, se en kort film.

2. **UUB:s tidsskriftslista** - tryckta och elektroniska tidsskrifter.


ARTIKLAR FRÅN VETENSKAPLIGA TIDSSKRIFTER OCH Konferenser - Databaser och Sökverktyg

Söker du vetenskapliga artiklar inom ämnets datavetenskap och IT? Här presenteras olika databaser och sökverktyg där du hittar artiklar inom ämnets område, mestadels ur internationella vetenskapliga tidsskrifter och konferenspublicerung.

- **ACM Digital Library (Association for Computing Machinery)**

- **Google Scholar**

- **IEEE Xplore**
  - IEEE Xplore är en fulltextdatabas med litteratur inom teknik framför allt elektroteknik och elektronik, inklusive radio och telekommunikation samt datateknik. Den innehåller IEEE:s tidsskrifter, transactions, magazines, letters, konferensproceedings och standarder samt IET:s (Institution of Engineering and Technology) tidsskrifter och konferensproceedings.

- **INSPEC**
  - Inspec kännetecknar sig som fysik, datavetenskap, regelstyrning, IT, maskinteknik, produktionsteknik, elektroteknik och elektronik men innehåller även artiklar inom t.ex. beräkningsvetenskap, materialvetenskap och andra tekniker. Länkar till fulltext i de fall Uppsala universitetsbibliotek har avtal med förlagen.

- **Web of Science Core Collection**
  - Omfattande databas med referenser till vetenskapliga artiklar. Möjligt att göra sökningar och analysera utifrån citade publikationer.
  - Core Collection innehåller databaserna: Science Citation Index Expanded, Social Sciences Citation Index, Arts & Humanities Citation Index, Conference Proceedings Citation Index.

- **Scopus**
  - SCOOPUS anses vara den största referens- och citeringssystemen. Söker databas som täcker in alla ämnetsområden. Länkar till artiklarna i fulltext i de fall Uppsala universitetsbibliotek har avtal med förlagen.
Article databases:

Reference databases: (with links to the full text when UU has access)

- **Scopus**: (multidisciplinary)
- **Web of Science Core Collection**: (multidisciplinary)
- **Inspec**: (IT & Computer Science, physics, engineering with an emphasis on e.g. electrical engineering, systems control, and applied mathematics)

*Live Demo of Inspec*
Usage Count

The Usage Count is a measure of the level of interest in a specific item on the Web of Science platform. The count reflects the number of times the article has met a user’s information needs as demonstrated by clicking links to the full-length article at the publisher’s website (via direct link or Open-Url) or by saving the article for use in a bibliographic management tool (via direct export or in a format to be imported later). The Usage Count is a record of all activity performed by all Web of Science users, not just activity performed by users at your institution. Usage Counts for different versions of the same item on the Web of Science platform are unified. Usage Counts are updated daily.

Last 180 days. This is the count of the number of times the full text of a record has been accessed or a record has been saved in the last 180 days. This count can move up or down as the end date of the fixed period advances.

Since 2013. This is the count of the number of times the full text of a record has been accessed or a record has been saved since February 1, 2013. This count can increase or remain static over time.
Subject words
Every reference/record in a database is given subject words/keywords to describe its content. Sometimes the authors add the subject words

Controlled keywords and thesaurus:

Many databases use a controlled vocabulary. Indexers give every article in a database subject words (descriptors/controlled keywords) that they pick from the database’ list of controlled words a so called thesaurus.

Advantage: The searcher does not need to take synonyms, and different expressions for the same concept, plural form/singular form etc into account. The controlled keyword captures them all.
The Thesaurus is usually hierarchical
WEB OF SCIENCE™

Welcome to the new Web of Science! View a brief tutorial.

Basic Search

Example: 1.0E+03 to 1.9E+03

Add Another Field | Reset Form

TIMESPAN

- All years
- From 1898 to 2015

MORE SETTINGS

Select:
- Address
- Controlled Index
- Controlled and Uncontrolled Index
- Classification
- Numerical Data
  - age (year)
  - altitude (meter)
  - apparent power (volt-amp)
  - bandwidth (hertz)

Search
Please be advised that scheduled maintenance for Web of Science will begin on Sunday, February 16, 2014 at 11:30 GMT and end by 17:30 GMT. During this time, the site may intermittently. We apologize for any interruption this may cause.

Basic Search

Example: radiowave propagation

Controlled Index

Search

Add Another Field

Select from Thesaurus
WEB OF SCIENCE™

Inspec Thesaurus
Use the Find feature to locate terms to add to your query.

Enter text to find terms containing or related to the text.
Example: automat* to find application generators and automatic programming
rule based systems

Results Page 1 (Terms 1 - 2 of 2)

KEY: Add = add to query  H = view in hierarchy  T = view thesaurus details

Add

knowledge based systems

Add

logic programming
knowledge based systems

Thesaurus Term: knowledge based systems

Narrow Term(s):
- expert systems
- intelligent control
- intelligent tutoring systems
- software agents

Prior Term(s):
- expert systems

Related Term(s):
- deductive databases
- knowledge representation
- planning (artificial intelligence)

Used For:
- intelligent knowledge based systems
- production systems (rules)
- rule based systems

Date of Input: January 1989

Related Classification Code(s):
- C1230
- C6170

Status: C

Transfer your selected term(s) below to the Controlled Index field on the search page.

OK
Please be advised that scheduled maintenance for Web of Science will begin on Sunday, February 16, 2014 at 11:30 GMT and end by 17:30 GMT. During this time, our site will be unavailable intermittently. We apologize for any interruption this may cause.

**Basic Search**

knowledge based systems

**Search**

Controlled Index

Select from Thesaurus
knowledge based systems AND "power plant design"
Example: oil spill* mediterranean

Search
### Author Search

Current selection(s): **pears a** *(44)*

Select the research domains associated with the author (optional)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Domain</th>
<th>Record Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Research Domains</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFE SCIENCES BIOMEDICINE</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL SCIENCES</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL SCIENCES</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER SCIENCE(15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCTION BUILDING TECHNOLOGY(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY OTHER TOPICS(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY FUELS(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATIONS(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGINEERING(18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Organization  ➤  Finish Search
Author Search

Current selection(s): pears a* (44), in COMPUTER SCIENCE OR Multidisciplinary Sciences (17)

Select the organizations associated with the author (optional)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization Name Abbreviation</th>
<th>Record Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AARHUS UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL BAHU UNIV</td>
<td>1</td>
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Searching for articles –
from newspapers, trade journals, popular science magazines

• Uppsala University Library’s Search system –
  limit to newspaper article, magazine article, trade publication article

• Article databases
  See the page ”Tidningsartiklar” under Articles in the subject guide.
Datavetenskap och IT

I den här ämnesguiden får du tips om informationsresurser inom datavetenskap / IT.

Artiklar ur svenska dagstidningar, branschtidningar och populärvetenskapliga tidningar

- **Artikelsök**
  Referenser till artiklar i svenska tidningar och tidskrifter. En del referenser länkar vidare till artiklar i fulltext. Artiklar från 1979 och framåt.
- **Retriever Research (Mediearkivet)**
  Artiklar i fulltext från ca 400 dagstidningar och tidskrifter. Artiklar finns inlagda från 1987, men med olika startår för respektive dagstidning och tidskrift.

Artiklar ur utländska dagstidningar, branschtidningar och populärvetenskapliga tidningar.

- **Library PressDisplay**
  Dagstidningar från hela världen i fulltext i exakta kopian av de tryckta utgavorna. Man får tillgång till artiklar 60 dagar bakåt i tiden.
- **Factiva**
  Artiklar i fulltext ur internationella och lokala dagstidningar, tidskrifter, nyhetsbrev, media program (BBC, ABC, NBC), webbplatser. Material från mer än 100 länder på över 20 olika språk.
- **Uppsala universitetsbiblioteks söktjänst**
  Sök i sökruta längst upp till höger i denna guide. När du fått upp en träfflista kan du i vänstermarginalen begränsa till endast Tidingsartiklar, Branschtidningarartiklar och populärvetenskapliga artiklar. (För svenska artiklar ur den här typen av publicatiorer rekommenderas hela de svenska databaserna ovan.)

På Ångströmbiblioteket

finns dagens nummer av DN, SvD, UNT samt årets nummer av en del tidningar och tidskrifter, t.ex.: Computer Sweden, Datormagazin, iPhone, iPad & MacGuiden, M3, MacWorld: Svenska Mactidningen, Mobil, PC för alla och Techworld.

Fler länkar till dagstidningar
HOMESICK?

Or maybe just interested in international news?

Library Press Display gives you access to over 2,300 full text newspapers and magazines from over 100 countries in 60 languages.

Get the app or read online using your password A
Teknik

I den här ämnesguiden får du tips på informationsresurser inom Teknik.

## Patent


### Databaser

- **Espacenet**
  Databas med patent och patentansökningar från hela världen inklusive Sverige, med början ca 1920 och framåt. Fulltextlänkar till många av patenten. Välj Mosaic för att se rättningar.

- **Google Patent Search**
  Amerikanska patent i fulltext från 1790 och framåt.

- **PatentScope**

- **Nordiska patent**

## Patentverk

- **Patent- och registreringsverket (PRV)**
  Det svenska Patent- och registreringsverketets webbplats där du kan läsa om patent, ladda ner blanketter, beställa patentdokument och mycket mer.

- **European Patent Office (EPO)**

- **World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)**
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An electromechanical motor (1) comprises an object (2) to be moved, a vibrator beam (10), at least two protruding portions (12) attached to the vibrator beam, a normal force providing arrangement (40) applying a normal force (F) between the object and actuating ends (11) of the protruding portions for interaction with the object. The vibrator beam has vibrator beam electrodes (18A, 18B) for exciting at least one vibrator beam active volume (14) of electromechanically active material, enabling bending the vibrator beam perpendicular to a main extension direction of the vibrator beam and along the protruding portions (12). Control electronics (50), connected to the vibrator beam electrodes, is configured for providing resonance electrical signals causing the vibrator beam active volume to induce a resonant bending vibration and is further configured for providing quasi-static electrical signals causing a quasi-static motion of the actuating ends, superimposed on
Noiseless Electromechanical Motor

Description of US2014210311 (A1)

The EPO does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of data and information originating from other authorities than the EPO; in particular, the EPO does not guarantee that they are complete, up-to-date or fit for specific purposes.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates in general to fine positioning motors, and in particular to motors driven by excitation of electromechanically active elements.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Motors driven by the action of shape changes of electromechanical elements have been used for a while, in particular for small motors and/or where fine positioning is of importance. Non-exclusive examples of electromechanically active materials are piezoelectric materials and electrostrictive materials. Electromechanical motors can be divided in two main groups: ultrasonic and positioning motors.

[0003] The ultrasonic motors (UM), which operate in the ultrasonic frequency range, are typically relatively fast while the positioning motors (PM) that operate at some few kHz are slow in comparison. The great advantages with the PMs are the possibility to reach resolutions better than nanometres while an UM typically has a resolution in the order of pm. Less known and therefore less utilized is the higher ratio of force-to-volume of the PM in comparison with an UM. This property is partially explained by the possibility to optimise the PM from a force point of view. An important advantage of a UM is the operation in the inaudible frequency range. The motors are completely silent to the human ear as long as the motor is running with constant operating speed. The positioning motors are on the other hand typically operating in the audible frequency range and the noise can be a major problem in applications where motors are in operation close to humans. A few experimental PM designs in which the actuators are intended to be driven with ultrasonic frequencies have been tested. However, such designs often account heating problems.

[0004] Problems with prior art electromechanical motors are thus that fine positioning motors typically cause disturbing noise and that silent electromechanical motors have an in many applications insufficient positioning accuracy.

SUMMARY
Noiseless Electromechanical Motor
STANDARDE

En standard fastställer normer (regler) och rekommendationer i tekniska m.fl. sammanhang. Det kan gälla mått, dimensioner, storlekar och olika typer av utföranden.

Sök standard

- SSR - Sveriges standardiseringsråd ansvarar för det officiella registret över svensk standard. Genom deras sökfunktion kan man få uppgifter om gällande svensk standard fastställe av de tre svenska standardiseringsorganen:
  - ITS - Informationstechniska standardiseringen
  - SEK - Svensk elstandard
  - SIS - Swedish Standard Institute
- ISO - International Organization for Standardization
- CEN - European Commitee for Standardization
Datavetenskap och IT

I den här ämneguiden får du tips om informationsresurser inom datavetenskap / IT.

Avhandlingar, rapporter m.m.

- Avhandlingar och forskningspublikationer från Uppsala universitet i DIVA
  Uppsala universitets publikationsdatabas.
- Avhandlingar se
  Avhandlingar från svenska universitet.
- Dart Europe
  Dart-Europe är ett samarbete mellan forskningsbibliotek och bibliotekssamanslutningar som syftar till att öka tillgången av Europeiska forskningsavhandlingar. Här får du tillgång till avhandlingar från 547 universitet i 27 europeiska länder.
- Dissertations and Theses (ProQuest)
- DVA - Digitala vetenskapliga arkivet
  DVA portal är en gemensam sökjanst för avhandlingar och andra forskningspublikationer och studentuppsatser producerade vid 32 svenska lärosäten och ett norskt.
- NCSTRIL: Networked Computer Science Technical Reports Library
  mer...
- OAster
  Open access-resurser, bl.a avhandlingar från hela världen. Hämtar resurser från många universitetets digitala arkiv.
- OpenTheses
  mer...
- Publikationer från institutionen för informationsteknologi i Uppsala
  mer...
- Swepub
  samsöknings av avhandlingar, rapporter, artiklar, konferensbidrag etc. i svenska universitets och högskolors publikeringsdatabaser. Använd SwePub för att få en översikt av vad som skrivits inom ditt forskningsområde.
### Uppsala University Publications

#### Advanced search - Research publications

**Free text**: 

- **AND** - 

**Limit the search further**

- **Full text**
  - Only documents with full text in DiVA
- **Publishing year**
  - From [ ] To [ ]
- **Organisation(id)**
  - Include former name in search
- **Series**
- **Research subject**
- **Category(id)**
  - Browse
- **Language**
- **Publication type**
  - Article, book review
  - Article, review/survey
  - Article in journal
  - Book
  - Chapter in book
  - Collection (editor)
  - Report
  - Report series
  - Other
  - Doctoral thesis, comprehensive summary
  - Doctoral thesis, monograph
  - Licentiate thesis, comprehensive summary
  - Licentiate thesis, monograph
  - Manuscript (preprint)
  - Other
Ion Insertion into Electrode Materials Studied with X-Ray and Electron Spectroscopic Methods

Henningsson, Anders
Uppsala University, Teknisk-naturvetenskapliga vetenskapsområdet, Physics, Department of Physics.

2002 (English)
Doctoral thesis, comprehensive summary (Other academic)

Abstract [en]
Ion insertion into electrode materials can be used to store energy in battery applications. In this thesis, photoelectron spectroscopic and x-ray absorption spectroscopic methods have been used to study the change of the electronic structure of host materials during electrochemical ion insertion.

Specifically, the properties of ion insertion into nanoporous TiO₂ were studied. It is demonstrated that the insertion of Li ions results in a reduction of the Ti⁴⁺ sites in TiO₂ to Ti³⁺ sites close to the inserted Li ion. The intensity of the Ti³⁺ is directly correlated to the number of inserted electrons. It is also shown that the two phases resulting from moderate insertion can be detected by studying the electronic structure of inserted Li ions and the behavior observed can be correlated with electrochemical measurements.

Insertion of ions into tungsten oxides is a potential candidate for smart window and display applications. Ion insertion into these materials was also studied with electron spectroscopic methods. The insertion of H⁺ reduces W⁴⁺ to W²⁺ and further insertion results in a reduction to W⁺⁺. Cyclic voltammetry shows two reduction peaks where the first peak implies reduction of W⁴⁺ to W²⁺ and the second peak can be associated with further reduction to W⁺⁺.

During the first charge/discharge cycles of a battery based on graphite anodes a solid electrolyte interface layer is formed on the electrode surface. This layer consumes some of the charge carrying Li ions, hence decreases the capacity of the battery. A careful characterization of this layer has been performed to aid in the further development of this type of battery.

Place, publisher, year, edition, pages

Series
Comprehensive Summaries of Uppsala Dissertations from the Faculty of Science and Technology, ISSN 1104-232X ; 698

Keyword [en]
Physics

Keyword [sv]
Fysik
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Exercise 3:

Try something else e.g.:

* E.g. another reference database or publishers database for articles
  – See handouts

* Google Scholar or ArXive.org

* Libris or some e-book platform…

* Patent or Standard database

* DiVA or Swepub

* Journal Citation Reports

* or something else. Use your subject guide if you like!
Search tips & Reference Management
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Reference management and how to search

The University library offers support in information searching and reference management.

Book a librarian for individual guidance when working on a longer paper or thesis.

Our courses in critical information retrieval for students aim to develop their skills in searching for and evaluating information on a scientific level within their subjects. The courses are adapted to the needs of the student group in question. As a teacher you can contact your library unit to book courses for your students.

Follow the links below for help in searching and information about current courses and seminars.
Searching and writing

Begin by formulating your problem

It's always easier to find information if you have prepared specific questions and terms in advance. So start off by analysing your task and formulating your search terms.

Here are some leading questions to help you:

- What do you need the information for (level, depth)?
- How are problems formulated in your subject?
- How can your problem be summarised in a search query?

Try to find different ways of describing your subject or formulating your question. Narrow this down by using individual words or terms. Use an encyclopaedia or handbook (subject overview) to find suitable search terms. Regard your search as a process in which you'll find better and more adequate search terms as your work progresses.

If you already have a book, an article or a student paper on your subject area, the reading and reference lists are a good starting place for finding materials and references. The books used on your course should also prove helpful.

What are you looking for?

Search for information in different kinds of library catalogues, databases or on the internet. Your choice of which finding tool, search engine or database to use will depend on how you have formulated your problem.

The most common information sources are books and articles from journals and newspapers. The most up-to-date research is generally found in research reports and scholarly journals. A scholarly publication contains research findings that have been reviewed by subject experts, so called peer review, prior to being published.

The Library gives access to a large number of quality assured databases where you can find all kinds of information. For example, articles, e-books, TV-programmes...
Examples:

*financ* will generate
- financial
- finances
- financial indicators etc.

*economics* will generate
- macroeconomics
- microeconomics, etc.

*wom*n will generate
- woman
- women

Search with subject words

Another way to narrow your search is to use subject words. Subject words are always used when books, articles and reports are registered in library catalogues and databases, and these are organised according to certain principles.

Subject words vary in different databases, countries and subject areas. You can find these words under headings such as "subject", "index" or "thesaurus". Check which subject words are used in the particular database you are accessing and use them in your searches. This is an easy way to find relevant information.

Combining terms using boolean searching

Most online databases and search engines use the same system to combine words in different ways. The method is called boolean searching. The most common for databases is to use three commands/operators: AND, OR, NOT.

**AND** – narrows your search and leads to fewer hits. Use AND when two or more words or terms must be in the same sources/reference.
*Example: European Union AND Enlargement*
Reference management and how to search

The University library offers support in information searching and reference management.

Book a librarian for individual guidance when working on a longer paper or thesis.

Our courses in critical information retrieval for students aim to develop their skills in searching for and evaluating information on a scientific level within their subjects. The courses are adapted to the needs of the student group in question. As a teacher you can contact your library unit to book courses for your students.

Follow the links below for help in searching and information about current courses and seminars.

SEARCHING AND WRITING
Tips for writing your paper.

REFERENCE MANAGEMENT
How, when and why shall I cite?

ASK THE LIBRARY
Chat with us, send an e-mail and book a librarian. Contact DVA Helpdesk and e-resources support

REFERENCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
We offer courses in the reference programs EndNote and Zotero.
Reference management software

Using a reference management software makes writing your essay easier. The software helps you to save and organise your references and enables you to create a bibliography instantly.

By using the reference management software you can

- import references from different databases and save them in one place
- keep track of your references
- make in-text citations, footnotes and bibliographies
- share references with colleagues

Examples of reference management software:

**EndNote** A software that you purchase and install on your computer. Save and organise your references and PDF-files, insert citations into a document and create a bibliography.

**EndNote Basic** A free online version of EndNote. Save and organise your references, insert citations into a Word document and create a bibliography.

**Mendeley** A free software that works both online and as desktop software. You can save references and PDFs both online and on your computer, insert citations into a Word document and create a bibliography.

**Zotero** A free software that works with the browser Firefox, Google Chrome or Safari. Save references to books, articles and websites and more, tag your records, add notes and save snapshots of websites. Use Zotero with MS Word, OpenOffice, LibreOffice or NeoOffice to insert citations using various styles (e.g. Harvard, APA, MLA) directly in
Choose your default reference manager or file type:

Scopus offers integrated export functionality with Mendeley and Refworks.
Or, to use a different reference manager, choose a file format:
- RIS Format
- EndNote, Reference Manager
- CSV
- Excel
- BibTeX
- Text
- ASCII in HTML

Choose the information to export:
- Citation information only

Selected fields include:
- Citation Information: Author(s), document title, year, source title, volume, issue, pages, citation count, source document, and document type
Output: Print, E-mail or Create a Bibliography

Output Type: Select the desired output type for the 7 selected documents.

- Print
- E-mail
- Bibliography

Bibliography: QuikBib
QuikBib allows you to generate a reference list (bibliography) from your selected documents in a variety of widely used output styles.

Bibliography:

Format: HTML

Style:
- APA 6th - American Psychological Association, 6th Edition
- APA 6th - American Psychological Association, 6th Edition
- BibTeX
- Council of Biology Editors - CBE 6th, Citation-Sequence
- Chicago 16th Edition (Author-Date System)
- Harvard
- Harvard - British Standard
- MLA 7th Edition
- NLM - National Library of Medicine
- Turabian 7th Edition (Reference List)
- Uniform - Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals
Byggnaden som system / Enno Abel, Arne Elmroth

Abel, Enno, 1935- (författare)
Elmroth, Arne, 1937- (författare)
Formas (utgivare)
ISBN 91-540-5974-7
Stockholm : Formas, 2006
Svenska [4], 274 s.
Serie: [T / Formas], 1650-9846 ; [2006:5]

Ämnesord

Fler titlar av
- Abel, Enno, 1935-
- Elmroth, Arne, 1937-
- Formas

Fler titlar om
- Inomhusklimat
- Energiförbrukning
- Energieffektiva bygg...
- Housing and health
- Indoor air pollution
- Buildings
- visa fler...
Serie
- Fler delar

Relaterade titlar

Demand controlled ventilating system : state
Referenser

Skapa referens av den valda posten

- Välj format
- Klipp och klistra från listan till höger
  eller
- Klicka på Spara som fil

Format Klartext

 Alla format sparas med UTF-8 som teckenkodning

Spara som fil

Klipp och klistra

Klartext

Harvard

Oxford
Abel, Enno & Elmqroth, Arne, Byggnaden som system, Formas, Stockholm, 2006

APA

Vancouver

RIS
TY - BOOK
A1 - Abel, Enno
T1 - Byggnaden som system
AU - Elmqroth, Arne
Y1 - 2006
KW - Inomhusklimat
KW - Energiförbrukning
KW - Energieffektiva byggnader
CY - Stockholm
PB - Formas
SN - 91-540-5974-7
ER -
Responsive web design for an academic health science library.

Responsive web design (RWD) is a way of coding websites with differing screen sizes, making it more practical to make separate web page sizes for each screen size. Responsive web design is one of the most recent trends that can help libraries meet their patrons' high expectations in the mobile-first culture of information consumption.
Inställningar i Zotero → Källhänvisa → Ordbehandlare och klicka på Reinstall Word Add-in/Reinstall Extension och starta om Word/LibreOffice.

Samla in referenser – några olika alternativ

1. När du söker i en bokkatalog, databas eller sökmotor så finns det en dokument- eller mappikon längst till höger i adressfältet i Firefox/Google Chrome:

    ![Firefox/Google Chrome](image1)

I Safari finns ikonen som en knapp till vänster om adressfältet:

    ![Safari](image2)
Reference management software

Using a reference management software makes writing your essay easier. The software helps you to save and organise your references and enables you to create a bibliography instantly.

By using the reference management software you can

- import references from different databases and save them in one place
- keep track of your references
- make in-text citations, footnotes and bibliographies
- share references with colleagues

Examples of reference management software:

EndNote: A software that you purchase and install on your computer. Save and organise your references and PDF-files, insert citations into a document and create a bibliography.

EndNote Basic: A free online version of EndNote. Save and organise your references, insert citations into a Word document and create a bibliography.

Mendeley: A free software that works both online and as desktop software. You can save references and PDF:s both online and on your computer, insert citations into a Word document and create a bibliography.

Zotero: A free software that works with the browser Firefox, Google Chrome or Safari. Save references to books, articles and websites and more, tag your records, add notes and save snapshots of websites. Use Zotero with MS Word, OpenOffice, LibreOffice or NeoOffice to insert citations using various styles (e.g. Harvard, APA, MLA) directly in your document.
Software guidance

The University Library offers introduction courses in reference management software to staff and students at Uppsala University. Sign up here

Already started using the software but forgot how to save PDF’s, collect references from different databases, insert references to your document, change reference style from Harvard to APA…? If you need any help using reference management software, you are welcome to contact us or book a librarian for individual help.

Contact

EndNote

Maria Berg Andersson, Ekonomikums bibliotek
Nadja Duffner, Ångströmbiblioteket
Kazuko Gustafsson, Medicinska biblioteket
Christer Lagvik, BMC-biblioteket
Ninna Wiberg, Biåsenhusbiblioteket

EndNote basic

Maria Berg Andersson, Ekonomikums bibliotek
Referenshantering och sökteknik

Det finns flera sätt att få hjälp vid informationssökning och referenshantering:

- **Boka en bibliotekarie för individuell handledning** (studerer/forskarer)
- **Boka en kurs för mina studenter** (endast lärare/handledda)
- **Boka en kurs för forskare och doktorander** (endast lärare/handledda)

För att se bibliotekets aktuella utbud av öppna kurser och seminarier, titta i kalendariet nedan.

---

SÖKTIPS OCH SÖKTEKNIK
Här får du tips inför uppsatskrivandet

ATT REFERERA
Ta hjälp av vår guide

FRÅGA BIBLIOTEKET
Chatta med oss, skicka e-post och boka bibliotekarie. Kontakta DIVA Helpdesk och support för e-ressurser

REFERENSPROGRAM
Program som hjälper dig att hålla reda på referenserna
Referensstilar


APA Style beskrivs i *Publication manual of the American Psychological Association*, 6 uppl. och används vanligtvis inom beteendevetenskaper och sammansvetskapliga ämnen.

Chicago beskrivs i *Chicago manual of style*, 16 uppl. och publiceras av University of Chicago Press. Chicago kan användas antingen med fotnoter eller med källhänvisningar inom parentes i texten.

Harvard finns i många varianter men har alltid källhänvisningar inom parentes i texten och en referenslista i slutet av dokumentet. Harvard används ofta inom samhällsvetenskapliga ämnen.

MLA beskrivs i *the MLA style manual*, 3 uppl. och publiceras av Modern Language Association of America. Denna stil används ofta inom språk och humaniora. MLA har källhänvisningarna inom parentes i texten.

Oxford används med fotnoter och är vanligt inom exempelvis humaniora, teologi och juridik.

Vancouverstystemet (siftsystemet) är vanligt inom medicin, naturvetenskap, fysik och teknik. Källhänvisningarna anges med en siffra inom hakparentes och i referenslistan presenteras referenser i nummerordning.

Referenshanteringsprogram

Du kan också ta hjälp av ett referenshanteringsprogram för att hålla reda på referenser. Du hittar information om några av programmen och bibliotekets kurser i dessa på bibliotekets webbsida för Referenshanteringsprogram

Undvik plagiering

- Refero - antiplagieringsguide
  Läs om hur du refererar och citerar och använder andras text utan att riskera plagiering.
New to PhD?

**REVIEW AND DISCOVER**

- reviewing literature
- discovering your field
- systematic searching
- referencing
- reference managers

**SHARE AND PUBLISH**

- reasons to publish
- where to publish
- submitting articles
- co-authorship
- copyright
- Open Access

**EVALUATION AND RANKING**

- citation impact
- bibliometric funding - Denmark
- weighted funding - Norway
Referring to Literature

One of the distinguishing features of academic writing is that it is informed by what is already known, what work or research has been done before, and/or what ideas and models have already been developed. Thus, academic writers frequently make reference to external sources. In some cases, where the individual author is important, the author's name will be the main subject of the sentence. In other cases, the source may only be mentioned in brackets (...) or via a number notation system (e.g. footnotes and endnotes). The author as subject style is less common in the empirical sciences and more commonly used in the humanities. The verbs and verb phrases typically used for referring to sources are listed below. Note that different referencing systems are used in different disciplines. In the examples given here, the Harvard in-text referencing system has been used.

The Literature Review: it is the purpose of the literature review section of a paper or dissertation to show the reader, in a systematic way, what is already known about the research topic as a whole, and to outline the key ideas and theories that help us to understand this. As well as being systematic, the review should be evaluative and critical of the studies or ideas which are relevant to the current work. For example, you might think a particular study did not investigate an important aspect of the area you are researching, that the authors failed to notice a weakness in their methods, or that their conclusion is not well-supported.

A note on verb tenses: For general reference to the literature, the present perfect tense (have/has + verb + ed) tends to be used. For reference to specific studies carried out in the past, the simple past tense is most commonly used. This is always the case where a specific date or time in the past forms a part of the sentence. When referring to the words or ideas of writers, the present tense is often used if the ideas are still relevant, even if the author is no longer alive. The examples given below reflect these general patterns.

General descriptions of the relevant literature

A considerable amount of literature has been published on X. These studies ....

There is a large volume of published studies describing the role of ....
The first serious discussions and analyses of X emerged during the 1970s with ....
The generalisability of much published research on this issue is problematic.

What we know about X is largely based upon empirical studies that investigate how ....

During the past 30 years much more information has become available on ....

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature on ....

A large and growing body of literature has investigated ....

Over the past decade most research in X has emphasized the use of ....

General reference to previous research/scholarly activity (usually more than one author)

Many historians have argued that .... (e.g. Jones, 1987; Johnson, 1990; Smith, 1994).

There is a consensus among social scientists that .... (e.g. Jones, 1987, Johnson, 1990, Smith, 1994).

Numerous studies have attempted to explain .... (for example, Smith, 1996, Kelly, 1998, Johnson, 2002)

Traditionally, it has been argued that .... (Smith, 1992, O'Brien, 1994)

Recent evidence suggests that .... (Smith, 1996, Jones 1999, Johnson, 2001)

Recently, in vitro studies have shown that X can .... (Patel et al., 1997, Jones et al., 1998).

Surveys such as that conducted by Smith (1988) have shown that ....

Several attempts have been made to .... (Smith, 1996, Jones 1999, Johnson, 2001)

Several studies have revealed that it is not just X that acts on .... (Smith, 1996, Jones ....)

Several biographies of Harris have been published. Smith (2013) presents ....

Several studies investigating X have been carried out on ....

Data from several sources have identified the increased X and Y associated with obesity.

Previous studies have reported .... (Smith, 1955, Jones, 1967, Johnson, 1992).

Previous research has indicated that various X indicators have a positive impact on .... (Al-Masry, 2005)

Previous research findings into X have been inconsistent and contradictory (Smith, 1996, Jones 1999, ....)

A number of studies have found that .... (Smith, 2003, Jones, 2004).

A number of studies have examined X (e.g. Smith, 2003, Jones, 2005), but has investigated ....

Twenty cohort study analyses have examined the relationship between ....

At least 152 case-control studies worldwide have examined the relationship between ....

Other studies have considered the relationship ....

The relationship between X and Y has been widely investigated (Smith, 1985, Jones, 1987, ....)

The causes of X have been widely investigated (Jones, 1967, Johnson, 1990, Smith, 1994).

The geography of X has been addressed in several small-scale investigations and ....

Factors thought to be influencing X have been explored in several studies.

Xs have been identified as major contributing factors for the decline of many species (1).

X has also been shown to reverse the anti-inflammatory effects of Y in murine-induced arthritis (11).

It has been suggested that Xs are independent of the size of the Y (Smith et al., 1995)
Our courses in critical information retrieval for students aim to develop their skills in searching for and evaluating information on a scientific level within their subjects. The courses are adapted to the needs of the student group in question. As a teacher you can contact your [library unit](#) to book courses for your students.

Follow the links below for help in searching and information about current courses and seminars.
Apps for studies and work

Many library databases, eBooks and eJournals can be accessed with a smart phone or other mobile device. You can find many apps and mobile resources to support your study and research. Here we present some free apps available for both Android and iOS.

BrowZine is a service that helps you find, read and organize the library’s journal subscriptions on your tablet. You need to download the app from App store or Google play, open the app, choose settings and the Uppsala University, and then use your CAS login. You can search and find the journals presented in an attractive way for tablets, create your own book-shelf, get alerts, save and export articles, open articles in reference programs like EndNote and Zotero.

Bluefire reader is an app for reading e-books. You can use it to borrow books from the public library or reading for example books from ebrary through Uppsala university library. You can add notes, mark text and look up words in a dictionary. To be able to borrow e-books in Bluefire reader, you need to create an Adobe ID for yourself, and connect that to the reader. An Adobe ID can be created for free at Adobes website.

Dropbox is a so called cloud service, where you can save your files to access them on several devices or anywhere with an internet connection. You create folders, just like you do on the computer, and those folders are synced over the internet, and gives you access to the files regardless of your device. It's a good way to back up your files if your laptop should break or you would lose your phone. You can have private folders, or share them with others, which is helpful for group work.
Read the library’s e-journals on your tablet or smartphone

Create your own virtual bookshelf with your favorite journals.
Ask the Library

If you have questions for the Library, contact us via chat, email, telephone or visit us in person.
Support chat
Ask the Library

If you have questions for the Library, contact us via chat, email, telephone or visit us in person.

CHAT

Welcome to the University Library chat

Chat:

CONTACT US

- E-mail and FAQ
- E-resources support
- DiVA helpdesk
- Book a librarian
- Book a group study room
- Suggest a purchase
- Libraries and units
Book a librarian
Ask the Library

If you have questions for the Library, contact us via chat, email, telephone or visit us in person.
BIOMEDICAL LIBRARY

Visiting address: Husarg. 3, entrance A8, floor 2.
Postal address: Box 570, 751 23 UPPSALA, Street view and map
Tel: +46 18 471 4087
Fax: +46 18 471 4563
bmcbibl@ub.uu.se

Staff

Regular opening hours
Mon-Thu 8.30-19, Fri 8.30-16.30

ÅNGSTRÖM LIBRARY

Visiting address: Lägerhyddsv. 1
Postal address: Box 526, 751 20 UPPSALA, Map
Tel: +46 18 471 2920
Fax: +46 18 471 2922
angstrombibl@ub.uu.se

Staff

Regular opening hours
Mon-Thu 8.30-18, Fri 8.30-16.30
Note: After 17.00 an access card is required to enter Angströmlaboratoriet.
Research support
from Uppsala University Library
Research support

Do you need help to get started on information searches, electronic publication or reference management? We provide services and support for you as a researcher – why not put our expertise to good use?

Electronic publication and open access

We provide guidance in matters such as open access, electronic publication and self-archiving. We provide support in discussions about publication strategies and receive discounts on open access publication fees from a number of companies.

Register with DiVA  Open access  DiVA helpdesk

Reference management

Do you need help in choosing a reference management program? We provide training and support when you need to make such a choice.

Courses and events
Reference management software

Publication and thesis production

We handle the entire publication process for books as well as theses and monographs in Acta and other faculty series. We provide support in the form of thesis templates, practical publication help and information regarding copyright issues.

More about thesis production
Uppsala University has a long tradition of distributing and providing access to the university's publications. Doctoral theses, articles, student papers and other types of publications can be searched for and downloaded in the university's open archive, DIVA.

The library provides support in questions concerning Open Access and publishing. Below you will find more information about DIVA, Open Access and the series Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis.

ABOUT DIVA
At Uppsala University you can register your publications and make them freely available by publishing open access in DIVA. DIVA (Digitala Vetenskapliga Arkivet) is Uppsala University's system for digital publishing and for registering publications produced by researchers, teachers and students.

Read more about DIVA.

MORE INFORMATION
- Publish and post your doctoral thesis
- Publish your student paper/degree project
- DIVA Helpdesk
- Research support - service to you as a researcher

OPEN ACCESS
Open access publishing can be accomplished in several ways in order to make your research results freely available and thus enhance the effect of your publications.

You can either publish in a journal or other kind of publication without open access and deposit a copy in an open archive like DIVA (self-archiving), or you can choose open access with an open access journal.
Research support

Do you need help to get started on information searches, electronic publication or reference management? We provide services and support for you as a researcher – why not put our expertise to good use?

Electronic publication and open access

We provide guidance in matters such as open access, electronic publication and self-archiving. We provide support in discussions about publication strategies and receive discounts on open access publication fees from a number of companies.

Register with DiVA  Open access  DiVA helpdesk

Reference management

Do you need help in choosing a reference management program? We provide training and support when you need to make such a choice.

Courses and events  Reference management software

Publication and thesis production

We handle the entire publication process for books as well as theses and monographs in Acta and other faculty series. We provide support in the form of thesis templates, practical publication help and information regarding copyright issues.

More about thesis production
REFERENCE MANAGEMENT
- courses and support

EndNote
zotero
Mendeley
We give you access to unique cultural heritage collections in both their original and digital formats – images, maps, manuscripts, old prints and sheet music. We can arrange guided access for student groups and researchers.

Access to e-resources when you are not at the library requires logging in via CAS.

**Search using our search service and catalogues**

- [Access to e-resources](#)
- [Suggestions for purchases](#)
- [Inter-library loans](#)

---

**Photocopies and photographic services**

At the University Library you can make copies and printouts yourself. You can also get help from the [Section of Digital Imaging at Carolina Reditiva](#), when for example you want copies from fragile or cumbersome items or digital pictures.

[More about photocopies and photographic services](#)

---

**Courses**

Want to search and collect, publish or find items in special collections? We run tailor-made courses for researchers and doctoral students. We also teach people about and train them in using reference management, information searches and specialist statistics, law and economic resources programs.

In addition, we teach people using our unique cultural heritage collections. These include images, maps, manuscripts, old prints and music. Courses can be arranged in the library with access to original materials or remotely using digital representations of items. We can arrange seminars as special course components and guest lectures by researchers in collaboration with the various faculties.

[Planned open courses are advertised in the schedule of events](#)
TAILOR-MADE COURSES
Information search

Support and guidance for information searches within various subject areas via, for example, databases, books, periodicals and websites. We know how to apply filters in order to get at the relevant research work. You cannot find what you are looking for? For rapid help, chat with Ask The Library or phone us. You can also book a librarian for individual assistance.

Mobile academics

We can help you to get started on e-book reading and using smartphones and tablets in your work – become a mobile academic. Planned open seminars are advertised in the schedule of events.

Present your research

As a researcher, you can increase your visibility by example put your publications on your profile page on the university's website and register them in DiVA.

We can help you create a ORCID ID and show how you can see a journal's impact factor. You can also get tips on how you can get notified when you are quoted.

The poster production, graphic design and education in different types of presentation software, we can help those who want to present your research. Contact the Graphics Service for design and production advice.
Information search

Support and guidance for information searches within various subject areas via, for example, databases, books, periodicals and websites. We know how to apply filters in order to get to the relevant research work. You cannot find what you are looking for? For rapid help, chat with Ask The Library or phone us. You can also book a librarian for individual assistance.

Mobile academics

We can help you to get started on e-book reading and using smartphones and tablets in your work – become a mobile academic. Planned open seminars are advertised in the schedule of events.

Present your research

As a researcher, you can increase your visibility by example put your publications on your profile page on the university's website and register them in DiVA.

We can help you create a ORCID ID and show how you can see a journal's impact factor. You can also get tips on how you can get notified when you are quoted.

The poster production, graphic design and education in different types of presentation software, we can help those who want to present your research. Contact the Graphics Service for design and production advice.
NEWS

Good news for researchers and students of Assyriology 2016-03-08

Test period of United Nations iLibrary 2016-03-04

Traditional posting at Carolina Rediviva 2016-02-12

Welcome back to the Dag Hammarskjöld and Law Library – now on Slottsgränd 3 2016-01-11

More news →

COURSES AND EVENTS

21 APR
03:30 PM Introduction to the reference software Mendeley

28 APR
03:15 PM Zotero Advanced

03 MAY
10:00 AM Introduction to the reference software Mendeley

11 MAY
03:15 PM Public lecture by Thérèse Björkholm: Are Women Human?

More events →
Announced at Info Angström E-mail ListServ and at LäsIT

Angström Library Newsletter January 2015

New head of the Angström Library
We welcome Cecilia Petersson as new head of the Angström Library from January 26th.
Welcome to contact Cecilia on phone: 070-4250750, e-mail: cecilia.petersson@ub.uu.se or by visiting her in the Library.
Eva Nordgren is moving on to her new position as Head of the Library at Hägskolan Dalarna and is working her last day at Angström on January 23rd.

Courses and events
The Library will arrange the following seminars at Angström in the coming weeks:
* January 27th Smart academic? - Lunch seminar on tablets and smartphones for academic uses. More info and registration form.
* February 24th, 1 pm - 2.30 pm. Seminar and workshop on the chemistry database Reaxys. More info and a registration form will come later.

For more events arranged by Uppsala University Library - stay updated at
Welcome to the Ångström Library!
Ångström Laboratory, house 1, between houses 6 and 8, level 1, to:

• Borrow your course books and other books
• Read a journal
• Use a reference work
• Study in a peaceful environment
• Have a break with e.g. a newspaper, popular science magazine or a quiz game
• Pick from or bring a book to the book exchange shelves
• Attend a lecture/workshop
• Get help from the library staff!!